The efficiency of functional brain networks does not differ between smokers and non-smokers.
Acute nicotine consumption in smokers impacts on functional brain network topology indicating an increase in the efficiency of information transfer and attentional task performance. The effects of chronic nicotine consumption on functional brain network topology are unknown. We here investigated the effects of chronic smoking-behaviour on functional brain network topology. Minimally-deprived smokers (N=18) and non-smokers (N=17) were measured within an fMRI scanner during a resting state condition. Graph-theoretical metrics of functional network integration (global efficiency and clustering) that have been shown to be affected by acute nicotine administration were compared between both groups. Our results revealed that smoking status did not significantly change functional network integration. Additional tests for non-inferiority confirmed the similarity of regional or nodal network properties. Brain regions such as the left insular and middle frontal gyrus, in which acute nicotine consumption affected network topology, did not reveal any decrease in functional network efficiency following chronic nicotine consumption. Within the limitation of the investigated sample size, our data suggest that the integration of functional brain networks is not altered in minimally-deprived smokers. Our findings are of relevance for clinical studies showing changes in network topology between psychiatric patients with high prevalence of smoking and healthy control subjects.